
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
Key Stage 3 Mathematics 
Unit 1: Powers and roots 

Glossary Year 9 
Keyword Definition  

Cube Numbers multiplied by themselves three times e.g. 1, 8, 
27, 64, 125 

Exponent An index or power 

Factor A number that divides exactly (no remainder) into 
another number 

Index An exponent or power 

Integer A whole number, positive, negative or zero. 

Irrational number A number that is not rational; cannot be written as a 
fraction 

Rational number A number that can be written as a fraction or as a 
repeating decimal 

Perfect number A number which is equal to the sum of its factors 
(excluding the number itself) 

Power An index or power 

Standard form Scientific notation for writing small and large numbers in 
the form: A x 10n 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
Key Stage 3 Mathematics 

Unit 2: Sequences 
Glossary Year 9 

Keyword Definition  

Arithmetic A sequence in which any two successive terms have the 
same difference 

Common difference The difference between any 2 successive terms (next 
minus previous) in an arithmetic sequence 

Fibonacci The sequence 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, … starting with 1, 1 and 
adding 2 successive terms 

Geometric A sequence in which any two successive terms have a 
common ratio; a number which term is multiplied by 

Linear A sequence with a common difference relating to the 
nth term 

Pattern Something that repeats, is ordered or follows some 
specific rule 

Position The place a number appears in a given sequence 

Quadratic A sequence with a constant second difference 

Rule The pattern which numbers follow in a sequence 

Sequence  A list of numbers in a pattern 

Term A number in a sequence 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
Key Stage 3 Mathematics 

Unit 3: Drawing graphs 
Glossary Year 9 

Keyword Definition  

Axis The grid on which graphs are plotted; x-axis, y-axis, z-axis 

Co-ordinates Numbers used to specify a location on a coordinate axis 

Cubic A function of the form f(x) = ax3 + bx2 + cx + d 

Graph A plot of the x and y values of a function 

Intercept The point where the graph crossed a given axis 

Parallel Lines that will never meet 

Perpendicular Lines that meet at right angles. 

Quadrant One of four infinite regions of the plane formed by the 
coordinate axis 

Quadratic A function of the form f(x) = ax2 + bx + c 

Reciprocal One divided by the function 

Slope The gradient/steepness of a line 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
Key Stage 3 Mathematics 
Unit 4: Transformations  

Glossary Year 9 
Keyword Definition  

Angle A unit used to define a turn. 

Axis The grid on which shapes are plotted 

Centre of enlargement The coordinate point in which the enlargement is 
performed from 

Co-ordinates Numbers used to specify a location on a coordinate axis 

Congruent Two shapes that are exactly the same – same shape, 
same size 

Degree Angle unit: 360° = a full circle angle 

Direction Clockwise or anti-clockwise to indicate the way to 
perform a turn 

Enlargement A transformation which makes a shape larger or smaller 
given a scale factor 

Exterior angle An angle outside a polygon made by one side of the 
polygon and an extended line from an adjacent side 

Horizontal A line parallel to the x-axis 

Interior angle An angle inside a polygon made by two adjacent sides 

Reflect Flip a point, line or shape over a line so that it has mirror 
symmetry 

Rotate Turning a shape around a point 

Translate Shifting a shape by a given vector 

Transversal A straight line that crosses 2 coplanar lines 

Vector Two numbers which indicate the direction to move 
during a translation 

Vertical A line parallel to the y-axis 


